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Prologue



"... the distribution of wealth is too important an issue to 
be left to economists, sociologists, historians, and 
philosophers. It is of interest to everyone, and that is a 
good thing. The concrete, physical reality of inequality is 
visible to the naked eye ..."

Thomas Piketty



Oxfam issue briefing, Jan 2015  (image source: www.oxfam.org)

Wealth: having it all and wanting more

January 2016 (top 1% = bottom 99%)



Oxfam issue briefing, Jan 2015  (image source: www.oxfam.org)

The number of richest who accumulated the same wealth as the 
poorest half of the world's population (3.5 billion people) 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

388 177 159 92 80 62 8



= return rate on the capital

= economy growth rate

r > g

r
g

" ... When the rate of return on capital significantly exceeds the 
growth rate of the economy, then it logically follows that 
inherited wealth grows faster than output and income. People 
with inherited wealth need save only a portion of their income 
from capital to see that capital grow more quickly than the 
economy as a whole. ... "

Inequality

Piketty’s conclusions

• Income tax is not able to reduce the inequality
•Rich gets richer

•Remedy: tax on wealth (tax on capital)
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Empirical laws on wealth/income distribution

•Gibrat law

•Pareto law

p(w) ⇠ 1p
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2�2 for w ⇠ w⇤

p(w) ⇠ w�1�↵ for w � w⇤

Illustration (Income in Japan 1998, W. Souma, 2002)
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State of art (milestones)

•Proportionate growth

•Kesten stochastic processes

•Agent models

W⌧+1 = �⌧W⌧
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•Taxes + redistribution

Gibrat law

Pareto law

Wiτ+1 = λiτWiτ + ∑
j

Fij,τ Fij,τ = − Fji,τ



Bouchaud-Mezard model

W′�iτ = λiτWiτ

W′�′�iτ = W′�it + ∑
j

(JijW′ �jτ − JjiW′ �iτ)

Wiτ+1 = (1 − β)W′�′�iτ +
β
N

N

∑
j

W′�′ �jτ

•proportionate growth

•exchange (money flow)

•state regulation (tax + redistribution) 



ΔWiτ = ∑
j

(JijWjτ − JjiWiτ) = ∑
j

Jij(Wjτ − Wiτ)
Jij = Jji > 0

Stable system

Unstable system (rich-gets-richer)

Jij = Jji < 0

Risk attitude (risk aversion g<1, risk love g>1)

max ΔWiτ = gWiτ



From histograms to Lorenz curve



Lorenz curve and Gini coefficient

G = A
A+B 0  G  1



Gini coefficient by country

source: Wikipedia; by M. Tracy Hunter



�•Capital tax

•Transaction rate

•Mean-field

Some results

•Volatility

J = Jij

σ2 = Var(log λiτ)

•Risk neutral



Continuous time limit

∂
∂t

P(w, t) = β*
∂

∂w ((w − 1)p(w, t)) +
σ2
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∂w2 (w2p(w, t))
β* = β + J − βJ > 0

Stationary state

Peq(w) =
c
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α − 1
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α = 1 + 2
β*

σ2

α ≈ 4.6



β* = β + J − βJ < 0

Accumulated advantage Matthew effect 

Rich-gets-richer



Evolution of Gini coefficient (income tax)



Separation of wealth classes



Distribution in urban areas of China

http://wid.world/data



Time evolution



Evolution for extremely small volatility 



Varying volatility



Summary

•model of aggressive market (rich gets richer)

•social stratification (observed in data)
•capital vs income tax

" ... The inequality r > g implies  that wealth accumulated in the past grows more rapidly 
than output and wages. This inequality expresses a fundamental logical contradiction. ...


... The right solution is a progressive annual tax on capital. This will make it possible to 
avoid an endless inegalitarian spiral while preserving competition and incentives for new 
instances of primitive accumulation…


... The difficulty is that this solution, the progressive tax on capital, requires a high level 
of international cooperation and regional political integration. …"

Thomas Piketty

•agent model / emergent phenomena in macroeconomy



Thank you!

Thank you!
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